MOTOR ROLLER CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES
CONVEYLINX – ADVANCED HIGH END NETWORKED CONTROL
PulseRoller’s Conveylinx provides many innovative features for
Zero Pressure Accumulation or ANY application utilizing low
voltage brushless motors. Conveylinx controls 2 motor drives in
Zero Pressure Accumulation mode.
Integrators requiring PLC or PC control an MDR system can take
advantage of the Ethernet communications which connects to
any major PLC for complete control of Conveylinx and your MDR
System.
ConveyLogix transforms Conveylinx into a fully functional PLC
using ladder logic, function block or script with the ability to
control diverts, transfers, turntables, and much more.

GLOBAL MOTOR ROLLER TECHNOLOGIES

IQZONZ – MID LEVEL ZERO PRESSURE CONTROL
PulseRoller’s latest technology is a simple zero pressure
accumulation controller. Designed to drive two Motor Rollers,
two zone presence sensors and a communication using standard
Ethernet cabling.
IQZonz automatically sets the direction of Senergy to match the
desired flow using a gyro sensor. Simply mount the module with
the direction arrow facing the direction of product flow, connect
motors, sensor, and 24V and the conveyor will run in ZPA mode
out of the box.
Use the IQMAP module to interface with IQZonz for wake up,
lane full, or zone stops commands
SIMPLE DRIVE CARD
The EZ-24 and variants provides a full featured brushless DC
motor commutation in a convenient package.
The simple drive cards will control all PulseRoller Drives using
electronic selection of ECO or Boost mode. Features such as
electronic braking, speed selections, accel/decel, direction
control and a 0-10V analog speed command are all standard.

North America Sales Contact:
Tim Barnes | David Sellers
Insight Automation Inc.
2748 Circleport Drive
Erlanger, KY. 41018
1800.764.6356

CONVEYSENSE
Retro-Reflector Zone Presence sensor which come with a bracket
and reflector. Diffuse Sensor which come with a bracket and
M12 to RJ12 cable which is sold separately.
Sensing Distance of near 5’ and quick connections without tools
using a RJ12 connector.
SE4 KIT
The SE4 is used to break-out the RJ12 connector used with
ConveyLinx and IQZonz. This will separate the I/O into an easy
to wire terminal screw block. The SE4 also includes an Amplifier
for the Output and diodes for current leakage.
CABLE






ASSORMENTS
Extension Cables for extending your Motor Roller Cable.
Power Distribution Harnesses
Ethernet Cables
RJ12 Extension
M12 to RJ12 Cable

www.insightautomation.cc
www.pulseroller.com

Visit www.pulseroller.com for more details, drawings, guides, specifications and downloads.
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SENERGY PART# DEFINITION

SENERGY CHARACTERISTICS

Contact Insight automation for details of other available diameters 2.0, 2.25” 2.38”, 2.5” diameter tubes.

SENERGY DRIVES
Senergy’s unique gearbox design and powerful brushless DC motor
provides an extremely efficient means of delivering an amazing
amount of torque and speed with the smallest amount of energy.
Typically used in conveyors for Zero Pressure Accumulation or roller
transportation. Senergy’s gearbox selection contains only 11 gearbox
combinations to make ordering a breeze and inventory much more
manageable. Senergy’s range and performance characteristics are
suitable for speeds between 6 to 969fpm and starting torque up to an
amazing 215 in/lbs.
PulseRoller’s Pulse Geared Drive was designed for those applications
that require Senergy’s awesome power, efficiency and reliability in
an extremely compact form while still delivering the outstanding
features of PulseRoller’s control capabilities. The form factor of a
high voltage AC Motor/Gearbox combination in a much more compact
low voltage version. That is the Pulse Geared motor!
PulseRoller’s Pallet Roller capable of 25M/minute with moving
weights up to 2700lbs using our High Torque controllers.
Attachments include Keyway, Sprocket, Timing, and much more.
Wash-Down IP 55, and IP 65 available along with Stainless and Freezer Rated Rollers down to -20F.
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